DREAM OF JULIE GOODALL
Prior to waking up on the morning of Sept.29, 2009, I knew that I was in the place of government
where the House of Representatives and the Senate meet to make decisions of law and order for the
nation. I was given to understand that in this place, we knew why things were coming down (Fall of
Babylon)… And then I heard a sound of voices coming forth from this place saying...THANK YOU
FOR THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB. It was repeated 2 or 3 times. It came forth in such unity, oneness
and clarity... I cannot express the feeling in the Spirit of the so united VOICES... It was beautiful...
OUT OF THIS WORLD.
WHEN DONALD TRUMP WAS RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT...THE LORD TOLD ME "THIS IS
THE BEGINNING OF THE GRAND FINALE!!!....and also that He (the Lord) is turning the tide
(trend) of this nation!
INTERPRETATION
This is what the Lord gave me about this dream...It was God’s government, His people in total
submission. This government of God, His House of Representatives is coming forth because of the
power of the life’s Blood of the Lamb...Himself our Commander-in-Chief. Through this power, He will
form and execute the UNITED STATE OF GOD’S KINGDOM as it is in HEAVEN. All executive
orders will come forth from our COMMANDER AND CHIEF, constituting the laws of our God,
written not on stone, according to the law and order of this realm, but on the hearts of His people.
THE WAY WE SEE IT NOW [additional insight by Jackie Caporaso]
The dream's interpretation is extended today as the Kingdom of God which has been formed and hid in
man’s hearts, is now being revealed in plain sight. What we saw happening in Congress recently
[regarding the vicious fight against the confirmation of Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court] is
nothing less than the Antichrist spirit, determined to take over this government and this nation by brute
force. However, the power of the Blood of the Lamb is arising, and the bullies will not be able to break
the ranks of the armies of Heaven led by the COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF. The perfect harmony and
unity of the voices that were heard in the dream, is the oneness in Christ that can never be broken. This
assures us that we are about to witness the end of the age when the prince of this world ruled. The time
has come when we are truly one in Christ and God’s kingdom will be seen in earth as it is in heaven.
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